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1. Introduction. Let P° denote the Hilbert cube YL"-i ^<> where

Ii = I= [0, l] with metric p(x, y) = S*"i| *,-—y,-| /2\ If A, B are sub-
sets of a space X such that AEB, A is said to be collared (bi-collared)

in B if there is a homeomorphism h carrying AX [0, 1)(4X(0, 1))

into an open subset of B containing 4 such that h(a, 0) =a(h(a, §) =a)

for all aEA. We let H(X) denote the group of all homeomorphisms of

X onto itself. It is shown in [2] by Wong that if K is a collared sub-

Hilbert cube in 7°°, then each homeomorphism h oi K onto K0 can be

extended to an h~EH(IK), where K0= {xEIm' xx = 0}. This result also

follows from a Theorem in [l]. The following question was raised in

[2]: If K is a bi-collared sub-Hilbert cube in P°, is it true that each

homeomorphism h of K onto KX/2 can be extended to an ^£77(7°°),

where KX/2= {xEI°°' ^1 = 5} ? It is the purpose of this paper to answer

this question affirmatively. In fact more general situations are stud-

ied. We show that if K is a closed subset of 7°° such that each com-

ponent of IK—K is of type (Q) (see below for definition), then a

necessary and sufficient condition that a homeomorphism h of K

into 7" be extended to an h~EH(Ix) is that h be extended to a neigh-

borhood of K onto a neighborhood of h(K). Theorem 1 gives a nec-

essary and sufficient condition that a closed subset K of P° be mapped

onto a point by a mapping of 7°° onto itself supported on a neighbor-

hood of K and is 1-1 outside of K.

2. Definition. An open subset Fof 7°° is of type (Q) if the boundary

of V, Bd(F), is collared in V and is homeomorphic to P°. A mapping

is a continuous function. If/ is a mapping from a space X into a space

Y, K is an inverse set of/ if K contains at least two points and for some

yE Y,K = /-1(y). A mapping/of X into itself is to be supported on C if

/ is the identity on X — C. We let e denote the identity mapping for

the corresponding space. A closed subset K of 7°° is of type (P) if for

each open set U containing K, there is a mapping/ of 7°° onto itself

such that/ is supported on U, 1-1 outside of K and maps K onto a
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point. A continuum C is unicoherent provided that if C = H\JK, 77 and

K are subcontinua, then HC\K is connected. Throughout this paper,

we shall denote the set {xEI™: Xi = t} by Kt.

3. The following lemmas will be needed to prove Theorem 1.

Lemma 1. I°° is an unicoherent continuum.

Proof. Well known. (See for example, [3, p. 364].)

Lemma 2.LetKbeabi-collaredsubcontinuumofIxandleth(KX (0,1))

be a bi-collared of K in 7°°. Then both K and h(KX (%, §)) separate Ix

into exactly two components.

Proof. LetDi = h(KX (0, 1/3]) and D2 = h(KX [2/3, 1)). Let A
= h(KX [1/3, 2/3]) andP = 7"-Int (A). Clearly A is connected and

AC\B is not. Therefore by Lemma 1, B must be disconnected. B can-

not contain more than two components since each component of B

must contain either Pi or Di. Hence B has exactly two components.

It clearly follows that Ix — K also has exactly two components.

Lemma 3. Let V=(t, l]X XL-2 7, where 0<t<l and it, l]Qh.
Then there is a mapping h of 7°° onto itself such that h is the identity on

Pi, 1-1 on Vand maps 7°° — V onto 0 (=(0,0, • • • )).

Proof. Let <2o = 7». For w^l, let <2„ = IL"-i[0- V2"]*X IL"-n+iJi
where each [0, l/2n]<= [0, 1/2"] and for w^l, let 67 = Bd((7). It is
evident that (1) lim„^.ocdiam((2„) =0 and (2) for n>m^ 1, there is a

homeomorphism of 7°° onto itself carrying Cm onto Cn and is the iden-

tity on a neighborhood of Pi. Now let {/,}<£o be a sequence of reals

such that t< ■ • • <t2<ti<tt, = l and t—H. Evidently for each t^l,

we can choose inductively a homeomorphism hi of [tit f;_i]X Wf=2 lj

onto (7-1 — Int(67) so that hi is the identity on Pi and hi agrees with

hi+i on t/X IX°12 ̂ i' Then define h by taking h = ht on each [ti, ti-i]

x IL"2 7 and let /77<°- V) =0.

Corollary 1. For each closed subset K of 7M and each xEI°° — K,

there is a neighborhood V of x such that V(~\K=0 and for each e>0,

there exists an /j£77(7°°) satisfying (1) h is the identity on V and (2)

diam (Zt(P))<6.

Proof. We may assume x = 0 since 7W is homogeneous. Now the

corollary clearly follows from the method in proving Lemma 3.

Note. We shall from now on denote such a neighborhood V as

Nix, K).

Corollary 2. Let Vi = {xEIx: xiG(3/8, 5/8)}. Then there is a
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mapping f of Ix onto itself such that f is the identity on KX/2, 1-1 on

Vd and map Ai to 0, A{ to 1 (= (1, 1, • • • )), where Ad, A{ are com-

ponents of 7°° — Vd such that 0 E A d.

Proof. Clear.

4. Theorem 1. Let K be a closed subset of 7°°. The following are

equivalent:

(i) There is N(x, K) (see §3, Corollary 1) such that for each open set

U containing K, there is an open set V such that K~E ^C U, and an

hEH(Ix) such that h is identity on K and carries I°°—V into N(x, K).

(ii) K is of type (P).
(iii) For each open set U containing K, there is an open set V of type

(Q) such that KEVEU.

Proof. (i)=*(ii). Let U be an open set containing K. Choose a

sequence of open neighborhoods { Ui}fLx about K with the following

properties: (1) Each UiEUr\(IK-N(x, K)), (2) UiDUi+x,

(3) K = HZi Ui and (4) for each i, there is an &,£77(7W) carrying 7°" - Ut

into N(x, K) and is the identity on K. We now define a sequence

{/<}r-iC77(7") as follows: For «>0, let giG77(7°°) such that gi| mx,K)

= e and diam(gi(PJ)) <e. Letfx = hx1gxhi.Then clearly fx \ i"-al — e and

we can choose e small enough so that diam(fx(K)) <§. Now suppose

fi has been defined. For e>0, let gi+iG77(7co) such that gi+i| n(x,k) —e

and diam(g,+i(Pv)) <e. Let/<+i =/A-+igi+i^«+i/f *• It is routine to verify

that/t+i is the identity on/,-(7°° — Ui+x). Since e is arbitrary, we can

choose e small enough so thatfi+x(fi(K)) <l/2i+1. Now let/= • • -f2fx.

It is evident that/exists and is the desired mapping.

(ii)=>(iii). Clear.

(iii)=>(i). Let a£7°° —PJ. Let U be an open set containing K. Let V

be an open set of type (Q) such that KE VE U. We may suppose

cl(iV(a, k))C\V=0. Let P=Bd(F). Let h be a homeomor-
phism of PX [0, 1) onto an open subset of F such that h(b, 0)=b for

all b=B. Let Bx/2 = h(BX J). Since Bx/2 is homeomorphic to 7°°, there

is a homeomorphism go of h(BX (0, 1)) onto V carrying Bi/2 onto Kx/2

where F'= {xEIa: xiG(l/3, 2/3)}. Let F0', Ad, A{ and/be defined
as in §3, Corollary 2. Let V0=go1(Vd). Let A0, Ax be components

of 7°°— V0 such that aEAo- We may assume go is so chosen that

ga(A0)r\h(BX (0, l))=Adr\V. Define a mapping g of 7=° onto itself
as follows: g(x) =fgo(x) for xE F0 and let g(^40) =0, g(^4i) = 1. Then g

has exactly two inverse sets A0 and Ax.

We now proceed to eliminate the inverse set Ai from g. Let L'

= Bd([0, 1/8]X [0, 1/8])X U?,3IiEIa- Let C be the closure of the
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component of Ix—L' containing 1. Let x' = (1/8, 0, 0, • • • )E7°° and

x=g~1(x'). Using homogeneity of Ix and method of Lemma 3 again,

there are a neighborhood W about x and an aEH(Ix) such that (1)

WEVo, (2) a\ ir=eand (3) a(A0)EN(a, K). Since g is a local homeo-

morphism at x, there is an open set W about x' such that g^1(W) E W.

Evidently there is a homeomorphism 8 of 7M onto C satisying (1) 8

is the identity on a neighborhood of 1 and (2) f3_1(-^')C W. Define

Fix) = x ilxE Au

= g~1fig(x)        if *C ^i-

Then (1) F is a mapping of 7°° into itself, (2) A0 is the only inverse

set of F, (3) if L=g-1B-1iL'), then LEW and F(L)=g-i(I/), and
(4) F(7°°) = g~1(C) =closure of the component of I°° — F(L) that does

not contain a.

F(I°° — Ai) is an open set about the point FiA0). LetyEH(Ix) such

that 7 is the identity on a neighborhood of F(^40) and carries F(7°°)

into Film — Ai). Now define G as follows:

Gix) = F~1yF(x)       if * $ Ao,

= x if xE Ao-

Then (1)7 is a homeomorphism of 7°° into I°°-Ai, (2) G(L)=Bd(G(IK))

and (3) G is the identity on a neighborhood of A0. Let ha = GaG~1. ho

is a homeomorphism of 6?(7°°) onto itself which is the identity on

Bd(P(7°°)) and maps A 0 into Nia,K). We can extend ho to an hoEH(Ix)

by letting ft0 to be the identity mapping on 7°° — 67(7°°). By observing

XofP00 — V)Eho(Ao)EN(a, K), we conclude that the proof is com-

pleted.

Theorem 2. If FC7°° is an open set of type (Q), then V is homeo-

morphic to IK.

Proof. Let B, h and BV2 be defined as in proof (iii)=>(i). There is

a homeomorphism/ of h(BX [0, 1/2]) onto Vyi carrying B onto K0,

Bi/i onto K1/1, where 17/2= {xEIx: XiE [0, 1/2]}. Let U be the com-

ponent of I°° —Bi/i such that BC\U =0. Uclearly satisfies (iii), hence

is of type (P). Let g be a mapping of 7°° onto itself such that g is sup-

ported on V, 1-1 outside of U and maps U onto a point. Let g' be a

homeomorphism of Ix onto itself such that g' is the identity on

Po, 1-1 on Int(Fi/2) and maps 7°° — Int(Fi/2) onto 1. Define a homeo-

morphism F of V onto 7" as follows:
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F(x) = g'fr\x)       Ux* g(U),

= 1 if x = g(U).

Theorem 3. If K is a bi-collared sub-Hilbert cube in I°°, then each

homeomorphism hof K onto K~x/2 can be extended to a ^£77(7°°).

Proof. This is a consequence of Theorem 2.

Theorem 4. If K is a closed subset of 1°° such that each component of

I°° — K is of type (Q), then a homeomorphism h of K into I°° can be ex-

tended to a A £77(7°°) if and only if h can be extended to an open neighbor-

hood of K onto an open neighborhood of h(K).

Proof. Suppose h is extended to a homeomorphism h' from a

neighborhood of K onto a neighborhood of h(K). Let $= { V: V is a

component of 7M — K}. For each F£$, let Bv = Bd(V) and letfv he

a homeomorphism of BVX [0, 1) onto an open subset of V such that

fr(b, 0)=b ior all bEBY. There is a /F>0 such that/(BvX [0, l/tv])C
Domain of h!. Let K'=KV((Jve*f(BvX [0, 1/2^])). It is evident

that (1) K' is compact, (2) K' is connected, (3) each component of

Ix — K' has a bi-collared boundary which is homeomorphic to 7°°

and (4) for each F£$, K'-f(BvXl/2tv) is connected. Now by (2),

(3) and (4), components of I^—K' are in a natural way one to one

corresponding with the components of I°° — h'(K'). By method used

in Theorem 2, h' can be extended to each component of Ix — K' onto

the corresponding component of I°° — h'(K'). This observation suffices

to conclude the Theorem.

Question. If K is a bi-collared subcontinuum of 700 such that the

closure of each component of I^—K is homeomorphic to 700, is K

necessary homeomorphic to 7"?
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